USD ATSS IDIQ
Office of the Secretary of Defense (USD)
Analytical & Technical Support Services (ATSS) IDIQ

Fully supporting the warfighter’s needs for equipment, supplies, and services requires superior acquisition oversight. With ATSS you can ensure a thorough understanding of mission requirements guides your acquisition strategy. With LMI’s team, you have quick access to a world-class set of respected, proven acquisition and technical specialists.
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Vice President
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703.470.4138 cell
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Program Manager
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CONTRACT NUMBER:
HQ0034-14-R-0074

CONTRACT PERIOD:
December 15, 2014 – December 14, 2019

CONTRACT TYPE:
Multiple award IDIQ

AWARD CEILING:
$150M

USD CONTACT:
Washington Headquarters Services
Acquisition Directorate (WHS/AD)
Mary Beth Brown
Contract Specialist
703.545.3164
mary.e.brown462.civ@mail.mil

WHY ATSS?
This multiple award IDIQ provides technical support to the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (AT&L) and other associated DoD mission requirements. Major management services offerings include:
• Acquisition oversight
• Engineering
• Capability portfolio management
• Analytic and technical support

The IDIQ offers technology and systems engineering support, as well as assistance with Congressional and international affairs.

LMI—A TRUSTED PARTNER
Our team brings expertise in program management and major DoD systems acquisition. We have deep experience working with DoD logistics and USD organizations, especially AT&L.

We offer independent, objective analysis free of commercial bias. We understand your mission, needs, and culture, and we bring quality services that meet your small business requirements.

TEAM STRENGTHS
• Agility. We align quickly and seamlessly with USD mission needs.
• Enhanced mission effectiveness. We effectively apply policy to acquisitions.
• Lower risk. We have a history of quality support and a thorough understanding of USD (AT&L) policies.
• Strategic relationships. We have an extensive network of commercial and academic partners.
• Clearances. We hold 4,500 secret level and 2,000+ top secret level clearances.
• Competitive pricing. We offer a best value approach to provide you the most effective results for your limited budget.
• Comprehensive knowledge. We have knowledge of:
  – USD, joint staff, and combatant commands;
  – DoD 5000 and all major acquisition regulations;
  – Major weapon system acquisition, lifecycle cost analysis, and data analytics.

Learn more at lmi.org/ATSS
LMI—A trusted partner of USD (AT&L) with decades of DoD acquisition expertise. LMI is a mission-oriented consulting firm dedicated to improving the management of government. As a not-for-profit, LMI aligns corporate objectives with government’s mission and values, offering specialized knowledge, a deep bench of management resources, and broad experience in acquisition, technology, and logistics.

As a “price fighter” supporting Better Buying Power, LMI negotiated a $187 million reduction for DoD in subcontractors rates, and supports USD’s initiative to strengthen return on investment, improve industry efficiency and productivity, and cultivate value-added military capabilities.

Battelle—World’s largest not-for-profit research and development (R&D) organization with acquisition and identity management, tactical systems, and cybersecurity expertise.

Since 1986, Battelle has managed the Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defense Information Analysis Center (CBRNIAC) under contract with the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC), supporting over 750 technical area tasks.

Camber—A leading technology and engineering services company with cyber operations, logistics management, and program support experience.

Camber provided program management support (including all facets of integration, testing, and training) for the Internet Protocol Routing in Space (IRIS) Joint Capability Technology Demonstration (JCTD)—a 3-year program that allowed DoD to demonstrate and assess technologies to perform Internet routing into space.

Wyle—Experts in DoD weapon systems, from acquisition process to systems engineering, including DARPA, F-18, and F-35 program support.

Wyle provides program support for the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) ISR architecture, technology innovation, and infrastructure analysis, and successfully performs extensive data analysis, assessments, and evaluations.
SMALL BUSINESS TEAM MEMBERS

**Artlin Consulting**—DoD acquisition experts in supporting USD (AT&L) and providing acquisition resources and analysis in the small business domain.

Artlin provides acquisition policy expertise for USD’s portfolio of acquisition policies and procedures, including the DoD 5000 series. Artlin analyzes milestone documentation and reviews documentation such as the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary (DAES) and Selected Acquisition Reports (SAR).

**AVTC**—Advanced operational and intelligence support specialists in the fields of signals, human, and imagery analysis.

AVTC developed, deployed, and operated the Persistent Threat Detection System (PTDS) in Iraq in less than 200 days. It integrated, tested, trained, and planned in-country combat evaluation for a 4-year period of performance.

**GTP Associates LLC/BSI**—Engineering services experts for unmanned aerial systems with experience supporting NASA and Army CERDEC.

GTP provides the Army CERDEC engineering services for unmanned aerial systems, including flight test engineering of Army sensors and systems using NASA manned and unmanned platforms operating in the restricted airspace of the Western Test Range.

**HyperMedia Corporation**—Experts in federal and defense acquisition policy, program management, technical analysis, and defense planning and operations.

HyperMedia has experience in DoD-wide acquisition laws, regulations, and polices for AT&L management, governance, and oversight of the Defense Acquisition System, and related BBP initiatives, business practices, guidebooks, and program management support web-based tools.

**Premier Group Advisors (PGA)**—Enterprise solutions specialists with experience in risk reduction and mitigation, financial cost analysis, and efficiency studies.

Premier Group Advisors offers the intelligence community acquisition policy expertise, including surge senior program management support. PGA led the structuring of an international multi-hundred million dollar procurement that saved the government three full-time employee resources.

**Purdy Group LLC**—Leading technological and management support specialist for IT management, information architecture, logistics, business process reengineering, and acquisition support.

Purdy provided DoD IT portfolio management (2,500 business systems) by performing business process reviews and Investment Review Board functions for the logistics, finance, contracting, and installations portfolios. Purdy supports the alignment of strategies, information systems, technologies, and data.
PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

ATSS spans a broad range of domains and analytical services, including but not limited to:

SUPPORT DOMAINS
- Acquisition Performance Assessments
- Air, Naval, and Strategic Warfare
- Command and Control
- Cyberspace Operations
- Communications and Network Systems
- Defense Business Systems
- Earned Value Management
- Homeland Defense
- Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
- Land Warfare and Munitions
- Military Capabilities Portfolio Assessment
- Military Requirements
- Operations Research
- Root Cause Analyses
- Space Systems
- Space Control
- Treaty Compliance
- Technology Research and Development
- Unmanned Systems

ANALYTICAL SERVICES
- Modeling and Simulation
- Analysis
- Acquisition Performance Assessments
- Analysis of Alternatives
- Architecture Assessments
- Assessments of Systems Acquisition and Programs
- Compliance with DoD Guidance, Mandates and Standards
- Cost Analysis
- Development Analyses and Assessments
- Earned Value Management
- Efficiency Studies
- Interoperability
- Information Management
- Joint Experimentation
- Management and Administration
- Opportunities for Future Technical or Non-technical Solutions
- Performance and Scalability and
- Policy Development and Improvement
- Supply Chain Management Evaluations
- Special Access Program Analysis
- Studies and Initiatives
- Technical Design Reviews
- Technical Portfolio Data/Statistical Analysis
- Technical Support Study Efforts
- Technology Insertion

PARTNER CONTACTS

Artlin Consulting
Robin Tomlin
CEO
703.201.3595 cell
ratomlin@artlinconsulting.com

AVTC
Howard Whetzel
President
580.823.1030 office
703.629.111 cell
hcwhetzel@avtcgroup.com

Battelle
Rob Etkins
Program Manager
703.413.7825 office
703.946.0520 cell
etkins@battelle.org

Camber
Stanley Tunstall
Director, Acquisition & Technical Support
703.825.2580 office
540.419.4156 cell
stunstall@camber.com

GTP Associates
Dr. Ivan Somers
Consultant
703.893.8628 office
703.201.5095 cell
ivan@gtpassociatesllc.com
iasonmers@verizon.net

HyperMedia Corporation
Wesley Rice
Director of Operations
703.692.8556 office
301.524.7000 cell
wesley.rice@hyprcorp.com

Premier Group Advisors
Geoff Gilpin
CEO
407.489.8510 cell
ggilpin@premiergroupadvisors.com

Purdy Group Advisors
Dr. Francis (Frank) Purdy
President/CEO
240.305.2478 cell
dfrankpurdy@gmail.com

Wyle
Bill Carpentier
Director, Joint Programs
703.413.4751 office
bill.carpentier@wyle.com
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